Abstract Fault localisation, i.e. the identification of program locations that cause errors, takes significant effort and cost. We describe a fast model-based fault localisation algorithm that, given a test suite, uses symbolic execution methods to fully automatically identify a small subset of program locations where genuine program repairs exist. Our algorithm iterates over failing test cases and collects locations where an assignment change can repair exhibited faulty behaviour. Our main contribution is an improved search through the test suite, reducing the effort for the symbolic execution of the models and leading to speed-ups of more than two orders of magnitude over the previously published implementation by Griesmayer et al. We implemented our algorithm for C programs, using the KLEE symbolic execution engine, and demonstrate its effectiveness on the Siemens TCAS variants. Its performance is in line with recent alternative model-based fault localisation techniques, but narrows the location set further without rejecting any genuine repair locations where faults can be fixed by changing a single assignment. We also show how our tool can be used in an educational context to improve self-guided learning and accelerate assessment. We apply our algorithm to a large selection of actual student coursework submissions, providCommunicated by Prof. Alfonso Pierantonio, Jasmin Blanchette, Francis Bordeleau, Nikolai Kosmatov, Gabi Taentzer, and Manuel Wimmer. We show this using small test suites, already provided in the coursework management system, and on expanded test suites, demonstrating the scalability of our approach. We also show compliance with test suites does not reliably grade a class of "almost-correct" submissions, which our tool highlights, as being close to the correct answer. Finally, we show an extension to our tool that extends our fast localisation results to a selection of student submissions that contain two faults.
Introduction
Fault localisation, i.e. the identification of program locations that can cause erroneous state transitions that eventually lead to observed program failures, is a critical component of the debugging cycle. Since it puts a significant time [47, 50] and expertise burden [1, 66] on programmers, a variety of different automated fault localisation methods have been proposed [12, 14, 23, 25, 26, 34, 55, 56, 58] . We describe a fast model-based fault localisation algorithm that, given a test suite, uses symbolic execution methods to fully automatically identify a small subset of program locations within which (under a single-fault assumption) a genuine program repair exists. Our main contribution is an improved search through the test suite that drastically reduces the effort for the symbolic execution of the models.
Model-based fault localisation [54] (sometimes also called model-based debugging [15] ) is the application of modelbased diagnosis methods [18] to programs. It involves three main steps: (i) the construction of a logical model from the original program; (ii) the symbolic analysis of this model; and (iii) mapping any faults found in the model back to program locations. One popular approach to model-based fault localisation is to transform the program so that a symbolic program verification tool can be used for all three steps.
For example, Griesmayer et al. describe a method [23] in which the model (in the form of a logical satisfiability problem) is derived by running the CBMC model checker over a transformed program and then analysed by means of the model checker's integrated SAT solver. The transformation "inverts" the program's specification (cf. Sect. 2, producing failures where the original program would complete and blocking paths where the original program would fail), and replaces each original assignment by a conditional assignment with either the original value or an unconstrained symbolic value, depending on the value of a toggle variable. The actual localisation can then be reduced to extracting the possible values of the toggle variable from the satisfying assignments that the SAT solver returns.
However, the technique initially described by Griesmayer et al. requires detailed specifications to achieve acceptable precision-the weaker the specification, the more program locations are flagged as potential faults. Such detailed specifications rarely exist in practice. What do commonly exist, though, are extensive unit test suites, in particular in the context of modern test-driven design approaches. Griesmayer et al. have shown that their technique can (in principle) be extended to work with (failing) test cases, but the published results [23] are prohibitively slow, typically executing in hundreds to thousands of seconds per each small benchmark program. Griesmayer et al. have improved the original implementation [24] but only achieve times typically in the hundreds of seconds. Approximating model-based fault localisation approaches for test suites, such as Jose and Majumdar's method [34] (cf. Sect. 6.1), can run faster but can also miss a true fault location when evaluating a test case.
The bad run-time performance published by Griesmayer et al. is due to a naïve search algorithm that simply iterates over all test cases and runs an unoptimised "full width" search over all possible locations for each test case (cf. Sect. 2 for more details). However, the more locations the solver needs to explore, the longer the analysis of each test case takes. Moreover, the algorithm contains no optimisations to deal with test cases that generate intractable problems. We reimplemented this technique using modern hardware and a recent model checker on top of a state-of-the-art SMT solver in order to evaluate the current performance issues of this design. This reimplementation, while faster, confirms that the problems are caused by the naïve search.
We have further developed, implemented, and evaluated a novel approach that addresses these shortcomings that leads to typical speed-ups of more than two orders of magnitude over Griesmayer's results and yields a performance in line with current approximation techniques such as Jose and Majumdar's method [34] . Our approach still iterates over the failing test cases and runs a Griesmayer-style localisation task for each individual test case, but it maintains a whitelist of still viable fault locations which is narrowed down as the localisation tasks return. Our algorithm manages individual localisation tasks via a task pool to take advantage of the underlying multi-core hardware of modern systems, and dispatches the tasks in batches to percolate improvements in whitelist narrowing generationally. Tasks that fail to complete in a dynamically adjusted time are terminated and, if the whitelist is smaller, resubmitted at the tail of the iteration, where they may have become tractable due to the reduced search space leading to a smaller SMT problem for the solver. This early termination and resubmission approach increases the speed with which we can process larger test suites, without harming the localisation performance, as they typically have more redundant (for localisation purposes) test cases. It also prevents a loss of completeness in the results that model-based approaches can provide, within the limits of the symbolic analyser's accuracy.
Our approach is compatible with the modern test-driven design approach of specification by unit test suites. It inherits the typical strength of fault localisation techniques based on dynamic analysis, in that no prior knowledge of the program under test is required beyond test cases being flagged as passing or failing. We implemented our algorithm in a tool with the use of ESBMC [17] and KLEE [10, 11] symbolic analysers and with PyCParser [3] handling the program transformations to encode the specification and other model constraints. The algorithm inherits the underlying behaviour, in respect of library and method calls, unrolling loops, and so on, of the symbolic analyser used. We initially demonstrate [5] this algorithm on the defective TCAS program variants from the Siemens [29] repository, a set of common localisation benchmark programs. TCAS is a loop-free integer program with around 40 assignments over 170 lines of C code.
We have then applied our tool to a corpus of student programs [6] . This application expands from a branching, loop-free integer benchmark program to include student submissions that add coverage of programs using loops, although limitations of our symbolic analyser prevent analysis of programs using floating-point values. Our translation of these programs from Python and Java to C removed any programs that made use of standard library calls, as these are not compatible between languages. Our experiments with this real-world student code are encouraging. The short list of locations where an assignment repair is possible, provided by our tool, can aid students in pinpointing improvement sites before they resubmit their code. This should assist students in surmounting the final hurdle to completing writing of source code that fully complies with a test suite without requiring advanced debugging skills. The run-times of our tool are competitive with common, fast spectrum-based localisation techniques while providing more accurate fault localisation. This is of value to novice programmers, who stop debugging when provided with large lists of potential repair sites. Sub-second processing times and use of test suites for specification allows our tool to work with existing coursework submission systems and workflows, both for self-training and grading, in principle even at the scale required by Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs).
Our tool can also provide instructors with automated assistance detecting some submissions that would provide perfect compliance after a single assignment edit (e.g. only fail due to a small mistake such as failing to increment a counter before returning it as the final value) but potentially fail most or all of a test suite. This will allow test suite-based automated graders to identify submissions whose quality is being underestimated by this functional assessment method. We show that real-world student submissions that are a single assignment edit away from full compliance with a test suite are not provided with a fair mark by grading against that test suite. Repair location information provided by our tool can also help instructors who are manually grading submissions to more quickly find and understand the mistakes made by students.
This article extends our paper [5] , which proposed the algorithm described in Sect. 3, and that is shown operating on the TCAS program variants in Sect. 4 . We present a new, more comprehensive example to illustrate our transformations and extend the analysis to contrast our performance with that of spectrum-based fault localisation techniques. We include a new analysis in Sect. 5 of the narrowing performance of our tool as applied to part of a corpus of actual student programs first introduced in our paper [6] . We introduce an extension to our tool that applies to dual-fault programs, with preliminary results on another part of the corpus of student program submissions. We conclude this article with an exploration of the related work in both fault localisation and student code analysis before providing concluding remarks.
Model-based fault localisation
Model-based fault localisation techniques are derived from the extension of model-based diagnosis [18, 54] to the software domain.
A common process for model-based fault localisation uses static analysis on a model that is generated from a transformed input program using the language specifications. This transformation is provided by a checker tool that converts the program code into one or more logic expressions, and so analyses the symbolic execution of the system. A solver is invoked that can evaluate the logic expressions. This symbolic analysis may be accelerated with the use of built-in theories to compactly reason over the logic expressions [46] . This returns constraint satisfiability results for the expressions. The symbolic analyser uses these results to generate traces of specification violating execution paths (or counterexamples), if any exist. Some methods operate directly on the satisfiability result for the logic expression, for example exploring common omissions when using a maximum satisfiability solver [34] . Programs can be modified, e.g. augmented with additional predicates, to generate more information from the data in the failing traces.
Griesmayer et al. described a technique [23] where a specified input C program is reconfigured to use an "inverted" version of the specification. This inversion is applied to the C source code before the model is generated by, in their implementation, the CBMC model checker, which then analyses the model using a SAT solver. The reconfiguration generates a model based on a single-fault assumption.
Our worked example is based on the form of a student coursework submission used in the data set described in Sect. 5.1. The listing in Fig. 1 is taken after the program specification has already been encoded into the main procedure of the coursework submission. As detailed in Sect. 3.1, this is not part of the automated technique described by Griesmayer et al. This program calculates the pay owed to various employees based on the formulation given in a written question, as follows:
"The pay that an employee earns each week depends on their age, the number of hours worked during normal business hours, and the number of overtime hours worked. The base pay rate for all workers is $15 per hour. On top of the base rate, each worker over the age of 20 earns an extra $1 per hour for every year their age The failing program, at the sixth assignment (line 7), declares an unsigned integer SelBonus equal to otH*3*SelBR. This expression contains a fault as the question text requires the bonus rate be double pay, not triple pay. This fault can surface, for some inputs, in the final output as a failure when returned in line 11 to result in line 20. Each failing test case in the program's test suite is taken as a search branch to be explored for potentially faulty assignment locations. To enable the search for such potential fault locations, an unsigned int global toggle variable, __t, is added that allows any one location to run alternative code (cf. Fig. 2 ). In the program body this toggle is made symbolic and constrained to the range of locations being explored (lines 2 and 3). The postcondition is encoded as an assert statement that will be transformed to an assume in the next stage of the process. Assignments in the source program are modified to become conditional assignments that flip to an unconstrained symbolic value generated by a call to sym(), when toggled. The single global toggle variable creates a model with a single-fault assumption.
Finally, this model is inverted which forces the verifier to suppress any assertion failures in the original model but to Each potentially failing assert-statement is replaced by a blocking assume-statement with the same argument. These assumes constrain the symbolic analyser to only generate counterexamples that violate any new asserts inserted into the program if the path did not violate the transformed asserts when encountered as assumes. Failing assert(0) statements are inserted before the program's terminal nodes to force the generation of these new counterexamples. The purpose of this inversion, shown in Fig. 3 , is to provide the inverted output. Hence, traces that originally returned counterexamples due to specification failure do no longer, and traces that satisfy the specification now generate counterexamples. The exploration becomes one searching for a trace to the exit point that satisfies the initial specifications. Note that if the inversion was applied without the added non-determinism from the toggled assignments added in Fig. 2 , no exiting trace would be found for any failing test case, because the specification, which is now encoded as assume-statements, blocks paths reaching the terminal assert(0)s.
Loop handling of the program under test is pushed to the symbolic analyser. Bounded model checking will unfold the program with unwinding of the loops to a bound of k and inlining function calls. Recursive calls will also be inlined, up to a bound. This explores a subset of all traces of the program up to the bound of the unfolding. The program transformation needs to take into account how the symbolic analyser handles loops. When a fault exists within a loop then the discussed configuration of symbolic expression insertion will replace every instance of the assignment with a new call to generate a symbolic value, allowing a different symbolic value to be chosen for each instance of the assignment. When that assignment is activated by the toggle value, all instances of the symbolic substitution will be triggered during that path trace. In other words, we localise a fault within a loop independent of the precise loop iteration or iterations in which it occurs. This adds to the solver complexity of any fault in a loop (or function called multiple times) because the solver needs to find the correct values (which are already computed by the program in the correct iterations) to assign the symbolic expressions. However, this approach is necessary to allow the search to isolate such faults to the same standard as other locations searched.
The architecture of our approach constrains the scope of programs where a repair can be localised to that of the underlying execution engine. KLEE has been shown to operate with symbolic values on C programs up to ten thousand executable lines of code long [11, Figure 5, p. 216] . Scalability of solver-based engines is difficult to predict. When KLEE is used, the behaviour with respect to inlining of external functions when source code is not available is to concretely execute the library call and use the returned value. This is not possible for symbolic arguments and so constrains which programs can be handled. The version of KLEE used in these results relies on a version of the STP solver that lacks symbolic floating-point handling. This limitation has since been removed and assignments using floating-point values will be localisable in future revisions.
This complete transformation effectively searches the model to find assignments that are possible repair locations. That is, every such assignment can be edited to a symbolic value that corrects the flow of one failing test case and results in the desired output being generated, i.e. not violating the assume(result==atoi(argv [3] )) statement in the worked example's inverted model. Assignments where a symbolic value is found for every failing test case are returned by our approach as repair locations.
The localisation process effectively generates a lookup table at each returned location that will repair all failing test cases. For each failing test case, the alternative value of the assignments will be reported (via a counterexample) for each location flagged by this process. The flagging process means the chosen assignment values lead to the end of the program without failure of the original specification. All passing test cases define their own correct values for the assignments (they already execute within the test suite specification). So this lookup table is a genuine repair for the full test suite, albeit repairing only from the test cases provided as specification.
Unlike most other localisation processes, which only aim to isolate locations as suspicious, this process generates artefacts that define a repair based on values from a lookup table for the specification, as given by the full test suite. The repair is not one that a programmer would accept as complete. But it is a repair that, at minimum, provides significant additional debugging information in the form of what values the final repair can output to fix the faulty assignment under the specification of the test suite.
Using test suites demonstrates a strength of dynamic analysis: no prior knowledge of the program beyond flagged test cases as correct or incorrect is required. But the approach originally described by Griesmayer et al. treats each test case as an independent specification and collects all results independently. This results in prohibitively slow execution time and, in fact, the published results indicated that the run-time cost was too high using the common localisation performance measure of the Siemens TCAS [29] variants. We modify this approach to make the search of failing test cases dependent on the discovered negative search results, maintaining a whitelist of still viable fault locations which is narrowed down as the localisation tasks return.
To implement this extension of the above process, we use a design that takes advantage of modern consumer processor architectures to radically reduce wall-clock execution time [5] . Each test case is dispatched as a task to a worker pool with any pruning percolated to future tasks. We minimise the symbolic execution load with two features. Firstly, we intelligently prune the search space, i.e. we do not search known-unrepairable assignments in subsequent test cases after the search has started. Secondly, we minimise the disruption of an intractable (a risk of model checking programs) or slow search branch by monitoring and evicting tasks, which are retried later, once the search space has been pruned.
The algorithm
We propose a fast algorithm that optimises the search of the test suite and viable repair locations to bring the process into line with current performance expectations and without compromising the completeness of the results this technique allows. Each test case in the suite comprises an input string, which becomes the argument vector, and a desired output string from an oracle version of the program variant. We discuss the algorithm design with respect to the C programming language, but it can be applied to any language with suitable support for symbolic analysers.
We transform an input C program using an extended Griesmayer inversion process detailed in Sect. 3.1. This is handed to a worker task (see Sect. 3.2) with a whitelist of locations to search and a single failing test case. The returned set from the worker is a narrowed whitelist of locations that the test case flagged as being potential repairs. We manage the process using the main tool loop (see Sect. 3.3) . In the algorithms below we denote C programs as C and (after transformation) D and E. Individual failing test cases are f from the non-empty queue F. The refining whitelist of locations is L, which is narrowed during the process shown in Fig. 5 to generate the smaller whitelist K as output. In the Process Manager algorithm, P is the worker pool manager.
We provide two main contributions with this algorithm design. First, the reduction in symbolic execution work via the use of a narrowing process of whitelisting locations searched. Second, the management of cases where the time to return a narrowed whitelist is significantly beyond the mean time for a failing test case. This later case can be due to either an intractable model representation or poor narrowing compared to other unexplored failing test cases. The management is designed to provide a more consistent completion time over a range of different localisation searches. This aims to avoid slowdown from the highest cost branches of the search rather than focussing on providing an optimal search when all branches are cheap to search.
Program transformation into model
The program under analysis is transformed in two stages. First, an initial generic transformation ApplyGenericTransforms is applied once, as described in Sect. 3.3. This includes the Griesmayer inversion, as outlined in Sect. 2, and some accommodation of test case input and output data as inline specification. In the second stage ApplySpecificTransforms is applied for each subsequent test case processed. This implements any whitelist narrowing possible at this iteration via the toggle; for ESBMC it also includes some test case-specific input data encoding into the program text.
When we introduced our worked example in Sect. 2, Fig. 1 was already specified. A more faithful form of the student coursework submission on which it is based is given in Fig. 4 . Note that this is missing the assertion on the result (line 21, Fig. 1 ) and uses C preprocessor constructs like the definition in line 1. This is the source that our tool must be able to work with to provide a fully automated tool-chain.
The previously discussed Griesmayer inversion (Fig. 3 ) is always applied during the generic stage, ApplyGenericTransforms. Also at this stage, we automatically encode the test case specification into the input program, avoiding the need to manually hard-code the inputs into the program. The input and output of C programs are defined by the passed program arguments, argv, and the standard inputs and standard outputs. For the fully automated execution of our tool, the input and desired output are encoded into the program via an expanded standard input; we widen argv to also accept the desired output as an extra string value. This can be compared in the transformed program against modified stdout 4 Original faulty code commands, replacing calls to e.g. printf with comparisons that increment a pointer to the desired output when it matches the previous output of the printf. Assertions inserted before the program's terminal nodes, which confirm the pointer to the desired output has reached the end of the string, will complete this encoding of the specification. This is used in the generic implementation of automated postcondition insertion that our tool defaults to. It can be replaced when given a template that, for example, directly asserts the desired output matches the final variable holding the result of the program.
When only a single integer value is required to be checked for output specification compliance, such as in TCAS and our worked example, we can skip this string traversal. Rather than encoding the output as a string that is walked, it can be handled in the same way most input integers are. A call to printf("%d", val); can be replaced with assert(val == atoi(argv[X])); for X being the last value of the now-widened input vector. A program that returns a value to the calling program or operating environment will expose return calls in main that can be prepended with a similar assertion. In our worked example from the coursework database, the test cases define the name of the variable that must store the output value. In line 22 of Fig. 4 the value of result is tested by the inserted assert(result == atoi(argv [3] )); in Fig. 1 .
Program transformations can extend the number of assignments visible for repair. For example, a return statement that calculates a result before returning it can be divided into two steps with a temporary variable. Thus, return a+b*c becomes temp=a+b*c; return temp, exposing the expression to an assignment-based repair. If returns are always considered to be implicit assignments, then local-isation is expanded from assignment locations to also include all return statements. In lines 13, 15, and 17 of Fig. 2 , this can be seen applied to expose the implicit assignments of the expressions returned without needing to make the temporary assignment explicit.
In line 1 of Fig. 4 , there is a statement DEFINE BR 15. This would be automatically integrated into the C program by the CPP preprocessor via token substitution, where it could not be reasoned on by the symbolic analyser as a single assigned value. Our tool checks for all instances of the token and embeds a variable that matches the required scope, as seen in line 2 of Fig. 1 . This extension of the transformation process allows the symbolic analysis of this value to test it as a site of potential repair and can be mapped back to the original DEFINE statement by the reporting tool.
During the specific stage, i.e. ApplySpecificTransforms, the whitelist of locations must be applied to narrow the range of toggles being searched. We do this by adding assumptions of the form assume(__t != 6); immediately after __t is assigned a symbolic value, blocking searching the toggle point activated by this assignment. 2 For ESBMC there is no way to populate argv in the program simulation, so the argv values need to be hardcoded into the transformed program before handing to the symbolic analyser. As this is linked to the specific test case, this can only be done at the specific stage. In our worked example, lines 22 and 23 of Fig. 3 would be modified during this transform pass to swap the atoi(argv[X]) calls with the values from the test case being tested. KLEE provides a POSIX implementation for program I/O during simulation. This allows the test case input to be fed into the standard argv parameters and removes the requirement for this specific stage transform, Fig. 3 would be used as written.
The test case search algorithm
The algorithm in Fig. 5 outlines a single task that defaults to being deployed to a single core via the pool manager discussed in Sect. 3.3. When AddTask is called in lines 5 and 24 of Fig. 6 by the manager then an instance of this single unit of work is queued into the worker pool. These tasks run independently until they return their narrowed list of locations, K , in line 9 or are ejected by the pool manager. Each task takes an input program that has already been transformed by the generic stage, a single failing test case, and a whitelist of locations that are indicated by their associated toggle values.
ApplySpecificTransforms is discussed in Sect. 3.1. The final transformed program is generated, ready for submis-
end if 8: end for 9: return K; CallModelCheckerOnInput passes the transformed program to the model checker. For ESBMC the failing test case has been encoded into the source code (in ApplySpecificTransforms), but KLEE still requires this information. KLEE, using the POSIX runtime environment model, is passed the argument vector (extended to contain the desired output) during the simulation of the program execution.
Fig. 5 Test case search worker algorithm
The call to CallModelCheckerOnInput returns the counter-examples for this failing test case, which are a set of traces that result in the raising of specification failure when simulating the execution of the transformed program. The traces are parsed into a format that holds the failure type and the associ-ated assignment to __t and sym(). In the case of ESBMC, this process is iterative as only one counterexample is generated by each instantiation of the symbolic analyser. For ESBMC, a loop that modifies the input program to further narrow the toggle values explored allows the symbolic analyser to run repeatedly until no new toggle value is generated. This, executed inside the call to CallModelCheckerOnInput in Fig. 5 , generates a full list of toggle values associated with repairs for this failing test case. KLEE does this loop automatically within a single call.
In lines 3 -8 the old whitelist is replaced with the new list of toggle values returned by the counterexamples, generated by the symbolic analyser execution. This narrowing checks the counterexample type to ensure the assertion raised is the assert(0); added before the program's terminal nodes.
The time it takes to process this task is not predictable with any degree of certainty. The core operation of calling the solver inside the symbolic analyser is a logical satisfiability problem, which is NP-complete [16] . This type of SAT problem has been shown [13] to not provide predictable tractability. This unpredictability of the time it takes to process each logic expression in the symbolic analyser is the core issue that our algorithm must cope with. Each counterexample generated has a corresponding solver stage, and there are an unknown number of counterexamples multiplying this unknown per-instantiation processing time.
Each counterexample generated increases processing time and so a significantly narrowed whitelist, which blocks off many counterexamples, is highly beneficial. We manage uncertainty via the pool manager and ensure that narrowing results are percolated to new tasks as soon as possible.
The pool manager algorithm
The main tool loop, which manages the process pool and task scheduling, generates an output set of viable repair locations (lines 29 and 19 of Fig. 6 ). The input is an untransformed C program and a non-empty queue of failing test cases, each of which comprises an input string and a correct output string. To provide our evaluation of this tool with generalisation validity, the queue's order is randomised. This is because the optimised search varies in performance based on the test case order, as discussed in Sect. 4.2.
ApplyGenericTransforms in line 1 applies the generic transform stage discussed in Sect. 3.1. This parsing of the source file, as it walks all the fault locations being searched to apply the assignment transform, is also used to generate the initial whitelist of all toggle values that correlate to a localisation.
A worker pool is established in line 3, which provides the interaction point for all calls involving workers and the tasks they are executing or schedule for future execution. The tool queries the operating system to establish the multiprocessing pool is as wide as the exposed CPU core count, unless there are fewer failing test cases than available cores (line 2). The use of the worker pool is to avoid a single intractable task from stalling the entire search. This is most efficiently achieved on modern multi-core consumer hardware by dedicating one core to each worker. A similar pool could be managed on a single-core processor using the OS scheduler to manage the tasks, with the added overhead of regularly swapping the current process.
Each worker will process an independent task (i.e. Fig. 5 ) that takes the transformed program from line 1, a failing test case, and the current whitelist. This will eventually deplete the test case queue. Lines 4 -6 push an initial batch of tasks to the pool system, which will use the un-narrowed whitelist created in line 1. Batching tasks with a multiprocessing implementation increases throughput, even with an algorithm dependent on the pruning of the search space for efficiency. Critically, this prevents one slow task, whose individual contribution is not required for the search, from completely stalling the full search. A typical four-core CPU executing highly variable return time tasks with probability p intractable outliers in the task queue will only stall the entire process when all cores are filled with intractable outliers at once. This probability of p 4 is a significant improvement, especially for this process where stalled tasks may become tractable later due to whitelist narrowing of the search space.
The main tool loop starts in line 8 of Fig. 6 . The loop exits when the pool manager is not holding any completed tasks (waiting for their return value to be processed), no tasks are in flight, and no tasks are queued waiting to be started.
The pool manager thread sleeps to allow the pool's workers to monopolise the CPU, periodically waking to check whether any tasks have completed with HasCompletedTasks. When at least one completed task is ready for retiring from the pool, the main thread waits for other tasks to complete. This waits a maximum of 25% of the time the fastest task completed with (line 11). This allows slower tasks with valuable narrowing results to complete and be added to the narrowing before the next generation of tasks is dispatched. The completed tasks after this time-out are iterated in lines 12 -18. To prepare for the next generation of tasks to be dispatched, a new whitelist is created that includes all narrowing returned from the completed tasks during this generation.
A counter, WithoutImprovement, is incremented if the returned narrowing does not prune the existing set. This will eventually trigger an early termination clause (line 19) when the narrowing process has stalled for many failing test cases in a row. This provides enhanced time performance with larger failing test case sets, without harming the narrowing performance, as the larger sets have more redundant (for narrowing) test cases. The choice of a threshold value can be tuned to the application and scale of the test suite involved, shown here with a suggested value of 15.
Any task that has been flagged as failing to complete in a time consistent with the others, missing the 125% dynamically assessed expected time, is queried in line 21. Any test case that failed to complete is added back to the tail of the queue. If the whitelist is smaller when this task comes back up, then it can be rescheduled, with the reduced search space increasing the likelihood of a fast completion time. Test cases are flagged as repeats so they are not enqueued a third time if they failed to complete a second time. This protects against intractable tasks that will not provide narrowing data. Remember that we only remove locations that cannot repair the fault, so failing to process a test case will only possibly lead to a worse localisation performance but we will never miss the true repair locations. All the tasks from a generation will have now been processed, so they are ejected from the pool (line 23). The next batch of tasks is despatched to the pool (line 24) with the newly narrowed whitelist, if there are still failing test cases in the queue.
This generational search process, with percolated combined narrowing, limits the explored search space to relevant branches where a find is still viable and reduces the symbolic execution work for the solver. Some tasks may still be intractable. To prevent them slipping through any cracks in this process, a global timer is established that ejects tasks that fail to complete in that time. This timer will only be triggered if all active workers are stalled with intractable problems, but it does require configuration of what is an unacceptable wait.
Scheduling this task pool over a standard consumer multicore CPU with these guards against search stalls and early rejection of superfluous searches provides significant performance improvements, as indicated by our results on the TCAS benchmark variants.
Fault localisation on Siemens TCAS benchmark
We initially demonstrate the time and localisation performance of our tool on the Siemens test suite's TCAS program and test universe taken from the Software-artefact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [20] . For the single-fault variants, we maintain time performance within the same order of magnitude as the current model-based fault localisation state of the art, the algorithm by Jose and Majumdar [34] . We guarantee returning the location of the injected fault in every failing case, which Jose and Majumdar cannot. For 31 of the 33 single-fault variants, we improve on the localisation performance of Jose and Majumdar's results.
Data set
TCAS is a 173 line C program that provides a branching integer calculation that processes 13 input values into a three-option output decision. This is a loop-free program that contains 12 methods and has approximately 40 assignments, depending on whether implicit assignments are counted or not. The only C standard library calls used are to atoi, which is used to process the ASCII inputs into numerical values.
From the correct TCAS original, 41 variants have been generated by seeding (injecting) faults. Of these, 33 variants have been seeded with a single fault and exhibit at least one failing output with the accompanying test suite of 1608 test cases. These provide meaningful interpretation when comparing the performance of localisers with a single-fault assumption.
Experimental setup
Using TCAS, we compare five different approaches: the original Griesmayer et al. algorithm and our naïve reimplementation, our algorithm with two different back-ends (ESBMC and KLEE), and Jose and Majumdar's algorithm. In Tables 1 and 2 the headings refer to the following data sources and test platforms: Griesmayer's original data [23, §4, Table 1 , p. 104] (G) uses CBMC on a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 and our naïve reimplementation of Griesmayer's algorithm (N) using ESBMC v1.17 on a 3GHz Core2Duo E8400. This reimplementation on a more modern Intel CPU and a recent SMT-based solver is designed to explore the potential performance improvements over an outdated version of CBMC and the Pentium 4. Our new algorithm using ESBMC (E) and KLEE (K) as back-end both ran on a 2011-era 3.1GHz Core i5-2400, with the ESBMC [17] v1.21 and KLEE [10, 11] We shuffle the test suite to randomise the order of the failing test cases when invoking our tool. This prevents the performance reported by our current tool only reflecting the time performance when provided with the default test case order. The time performance reported for our implementations (i.e. N, E, and K) are the averages of ten runs.
Run-time performance
Griesmayer et al. provided results on TCAS using stateof-the-art (for the time) model checking tools (CBMC) but indicated the design had not been optimised, saying "we do not concentrate on performance" [23, §4.1, p. 105]. We reimplemented this naïve process as described by Griesmayer et Table 1 for legend Fig. 7 Chart of data in Table 2 ; see Table 1 for legend al.. This is running on more modern hardware and updated to use the current, CBMC-derived, SMT-based symbolic analyser ESBMC. We implemented automatic specification encoding into the tool to hard-code test cases. This tool iterates over all failing test cases, waiting for the symbolic analyser to return all flagged locations. The tool then returns the common locations flagged by all the failing test cases. The average halving, and at most sixfold, decrease in completion time from Griesmayer's results (696 s average) to our naïve reimplementation (325 s average) in Table 1 shows some performance increase is derived from using a modern symbolic analyser on modern hardware. But, for example, variant 1 moving from over 49 min to over 24 min to return a location set is not viable compared to the 2.1 s of Jose and Majumdar or comparable with our optimised algorithm when also using ESBMC, at 9 s.
We have implemented our algorithm as tools interfacing with ESBMC or KLEE. As discussed in Sect. 3, this is designed to maximise consistency and avoid worst-case processing time, as well as reducing the symbolic execution burden to improve times. We provide run-time numbers for our algorithm using an ESBMC and KLEE back-end in Table 1 . This indicates that using KLEE is often somewhat faster, compared to the ESBMC back-end, but the use of KLEE as the symbolic analyser is not a major factor in the orders of magnitude time performance gap between the naïve reimplementation of Griesmayer et al. and our algorithm with a KLEE back-end.
We maintain time performance within the same order of magnitude as the current model-based fault localisation state of the art, as presented by Jose and Majumdar, throughout the singe fault TCAS variants, marginally beating their times in ten of the 33 variants. Our tool, using the KLEE backend, averages a completion time of 2.87 s per TCAS variant, compared to an average of 2.80 s in Jose and Majumdar's results. The ability of KLEE to scale to larger input programs offsets the few instances where it does not lead our tool's results using the ESBMC back-end.
These results support our claim that a Griesmayer-derived model-based localisation technique can be modified to be fast, comparable to the current alternatives when localising on some small integer programs such as the TCAS variants. Using intelligent pruning of the search space to minimise the symbolic execution load while minimising the disruption of a slow or intractable search node is facilitated by a multiprocess design that takes advantage of modern consumer processor architectures.
Localisation performance
The scope of the localisation of a tool quantifies which locations are being searched by the process and flagged as a potential fault. Different localisation scopes for each technique's implementation mean their localisation performance is not precisely comparable. The results published by Griesmayer et al. only explore the 34 explicit assignments in the TCAS variants, which increases the localisation performance we would expect to see in Table 2 as there cannot be more than 20% of the total lines of code returned. Our naïve reimplementation has an expanded scope that finds implicit assignments within the source code, expanding the potential locations returned to 43 assignments, or 25% of the source lines. This accounts for the weak, for Griesmayerderived, localisation performance. The localisation results for our algorithm using the ESBMC back-end are omitted, but were noted to fall in line with the original Griesmayer et al. results and our current numbers with KLEE. Our current tool, using a KLEE back-end, does not apply all implicit assignment transforms implemented in our naïve reimplementation, only implementing the transforms described in Sect. 3.1. This reduces the assignments tracked to 39, or 23% of the source lines.
We can conceptualise the Griesmayer-derived searches as building a lookup table for each assignment location returned that, if complete, repairs all failing test cases. Passing test cases already have known correct values for their assignments. Any location flagged by a failing test cases will have, in the sym() value extractable from the counterexample, an assignment that repairs that trace and so converts the failing test case to a passing one. It is thus possible, for each location flagged by all failing test cases, to construct a complete lookup table that ensures every test case now has a specification-complying trace, i.e. a genuine repair exists at that location. In our results, the injected fault location is always included in the locations returned. But, with this conceptualisation of the process, the other locations are not false positives but additional locations where a genuine repair exists that will allow the test suite to pass, to the limits of the symbolic analyser's accuracy.
All our results confirm roughly comparable localisation performance between the various Griesmayer-derived methods, after accounting for the differences in localisation spaces. Any performance regression in localisation performance, when comparing the original results by Griesmayer et al. with our Griesmayer-derived localisation results, is most likely the result of searching a wider assignment space. Localisation performance improvements are likely to have resulted from more modern symbolic analysers providing a more accurate exploration of the input C program, exploring new potential traces. Exact localisation performance, while a common metric for comparison on TCAS and in general, is slightly defocussed as a primary metric here. Each location returned by a Griesmayer-derived tool is based upon a possible program repair that remedies the injected fault. Evaluating the difference between Griesmayer-derived techniques, as they all operate to generate this family of loca-tions with lookup table justification, is to penalise a tool for returning justified fault candidates. Each such location has a genuine repair, despite not being the fault injection location.
Jose and Majumdar, with an approach based on mapping MAX-SAT clauses back to source code, cannot be directly compared in terms of potential C code coverage. The mapping of the MAX-SAT output, from logic clauses in the maximum satisfiable result to source locations, can flag locations other than assignments. However, the granularity of this mapping is not clear. Some of the lack of competitive localisation performance in some variants shown in Table 2 
Comparing the localisation performances, even without being "apples to apples", is ultimately comparing sets of proposed fault sites where human developers must search for a genuine repair. Our current tool is typically ahead in this metric, sometimes by a significant percentage. In the two variants where our tool performs worse, v41 returns a set of locations only one larger than those returned by Jose and Majumdar, and v8 returns a set three locations larger.
When comparing the localisation performance of these tools, we must consider that there is an injected fault location for each of the single-fault variants of TCAS. For all the Griesmayer-derived techniques, then the injected fault location (the location where a variant was seeded with a fault) is always included in the returned list of locations. Due to the technique's design (where a location is only returned if it is common between all individual failing test cases), this means that this injected location will also be returned when only given a single failing test case from any of the test suites and on any of the single-fault variants. Any subset of the test suite that contains at least one failing test case will, for all Griesmayer-derived tools, flag the injected fault location.
The results from Jose and Majumdar cannot make a similar claim. To account for some failing test cases not indicating the injected fault location, their final set is based on the most commonly indicated locations, not locations that are always flagged by every failing test case. Their results for each full test suite do flag the injected fault location for TCAS as most common. But they indicate that there exist subsets of the failing test cases for which they would not flag the injected fault in the case of six single-fault variants (underlined in the tables).
Comparison to spectrum-based fault localisation
Spectrum-based fault localisation techniques, compared in [45, 69, 71] , are dynamic analysis methods that operate by examining the traces of passing and failing test cases. They Probably the best-known formula is the Tarantula formula [33] . While it has been shown to not be maximal [72] the difference between a maximal approach and Tarantula in TCAS is 10.8% average ranking versus 9.9% [45, Table XI, p. 11 :23] . In contrast, model-based localisations rank the injected fault at an average of 2.3% (our tool) to 3.9% (Jose and Majumdar) when looking at the single fault subset of variants. In Table 3 , we show the results from Naish et al., which have been cross-referenced to the formulas later found to be maximal by Xie et al.. These results show the average percentage ranking based on percentage of all lines of source code, with 0% being the best result and 100% being the worst. We have also included the non-maximal Tarantula formula in this table to provide context for the relative performances of these formulas on the TCAS benchmark variants discussed here.
Our approach does not rank locations. In order to compare our KLEE results from Table 2 , they must be converted using a middle-line strategy, ranking equally suspicious statements with the mid-point rank. For example, we rank statements with suspiciousness (0.1, 0.4, 0.8, 0.4, 0.4) as (5th, 3rd, 1st, 3rd, 3rd). Results from our model-based tool are converted from an unranked list using this strategy, giving a suspiciousness of 1.0 to all locations returned and a suspiciousness of 0.0 to all others. An alternative way to conceptualise this result from the middle-line strategy is to consider an average of all random shufflings of a list. Any unranked list, when assigned a random order, will rank any item on the list at an average position half way down the list.
Comparing our results directly with those published previously that use spectrum-based localisation techniques is even more imprecise than the issues of narrowing comparability noted in Sect. 4.4 above. The granularity of most spectrum-based localisation techniques is down to the line of code as this is how code coverage tools like GCov [22] report their statement coverage output. All locations are ranked by suspiciousness using the various weighting formulas. The localisation performance is measured by Jones and Harrold as the average percentage of the program that does not need to be traversed by the human debugger before encountering the inserted fault. A score of 100% then means that the inserted fault in the variant is marked as the most suspicious location, so a human debugger does not need to view any of the non-faulty code lines before encountering the injected fault. In Fig. 8 the term "test run" refers to a "program variant with injected fault". We have retained this labelling when providing our results in Fig. 9 for consistency. The y-axis can also be read as "percentage of variants localised" when examining the ranked list of locations to the depth noted on the x-axis. For example, the third data point for Tarantula in Fig. 8 indicates that for 61% of program variants, Tarantula ranks the injected fault above at least 80% of other statements and so a human debugger would find that injected fault without examining 80% of the program statements. The choice of label name, axis order, and score method is replicated here to retain consistency with earlier papers that establish this convention [14, 33] .
Jones and Harrold provide results based on the full Siemens suite of programs which is visualised as a chart of the percentage of the program that need not to be examined, i.e. the percentage of the program that is ranked as less suspicious than the injected fault location, against the variants that meet this performance criteria. There are a total of 132 different program variants over the full Siemens suite being summed here so the performance of only the 41 TCAS variants are a minority of the results reported. For this reason, we have not overlaid our results onto the reproduced chart, as the 'test runs' (i.e. program variants) are not equivalent. However, in later empirical results [45, The chart is constructed into decile buckets except for the initial 100% bucket as not traversing any of the program under test will guarantee that the fault has not yet been traversed. This is replaced by a 99% bucket for variants that have been localised with the injected fault in the top 1% of all locations and a bucket below it for those over 1% but under 10% (98-90% in the scale used). The comparison shows how Tarantula outperforms some contemporary techniques and so this solid line is the one we compare our results against. We have reproduced this in Fig. 8 . It is clear that the narrowing, while excellent for a few and good for many when using Tarantula on the Siemens variants, does not reach a point of uniform guarantee before the majority of code must be searched. Some variants are localised with a result that ranks the true fault location as less suspicious than most of the rest of the locations in the program, a result worse than chance.
However, charting our results using the same decile buckets provides an uninteresting comparison. This is because, by the 90% plot, our tool has ranked every variant's injected fault inside of the list. An average traversal of a ranked list generated with our unranked conversion will have passed the injected fault before 10% of the lines have been looked at for every variant. Even looking at the absolute worst-case performance of our tool on the single-fault TCAS variants, assuming our random ranking of the list of returned locations always put the injected fault location as least suspicious, we would still have reached 97% of the variants covered at the 90% need-not-be-examined point on the chart.
We have therefore provided in Fig. 9 a zoomed-in plot of only the leftmost 6% of the full chart range and have bucketed this data at every quarter percentage. This indicates how our model-based localisation results would be represented on the very leftmost sliver of Fig. 8 before running a straight line at 100% of the variants for the majority of the chart. This should not be read as a definitive comparison and is provided with significant caveats. This data is not directly comparable due to variable code coverage criteria and because the chart from Jones and Harrold combines data from various large subsets of all the Siemens variants, not just the 33 single-fault TCAS variants we are charting. However, it still shows that our method specifically outperforms spectrum-based methods.
Threats to validity
In Sect. 4.4 we have already discussed issues with making direct localisation performance comparisons. These are not direct "apples to apples" comparisons as each localisation method brings with it various limitations and assumptions. The granularity and fault classes being searched for vary between the different model-based and spectrum-based localisation methods compared in this article. Different localisation scopes for each technique's implementation mean their localisation performance is not precisely comparable which is a caveat noted whenever we have presented a comparison.
The single-fault assumption that underpins our model prevents any meaningful localisation performance on the seven TCAS variants that contain multiple injected faults, where positive localisation results would be derived from blind chance. The performance of a single-fault localiser will be faster than more extensive searches that include k-fault analysis. However, the single-fault assumption is common in fault localisation techniques [12, 23, 34] .
The fault-seeded variants of the small Siemens program we are testing on are not a representative sample of C programs and the faults they contain. The TCAS variants explored all contain injected faults inserted at return expressions or assignments. Our results may not generalise to other C programs. Our focus on a subset of programs, and use of real-world code that is atypical in the heavy use of global variables, may obscure comparative analysis of performance against other tools with different program features. Performance on relatively small, loop-free programs like TCAS does not provide guidance into how this process scales to large programs with more complex control flow. However, this issue is common to all tools that demonstrate their localisation effectiveness on the TCAS variants.
We can use any (C99 comprehending, supporting assume functionality) symbolic analyser to process our generated C code but our results are linked to either KLEE or ESBMC. Any issues related to those tools may affect our results, if not our methods/process. No high performance symbolic analyser of C can perfectly transform an input program into an exact representation according to the full C specifications. The lack of exact specification compliance by the various widely used (optimising) C compilers also makes such an impracticable achievement undesirable. Real compiled code does not perfectly map to a strict adherence to a single, deterministic interpretation of the C specifications.
To minimise the risk of over-tuning our design to the test data, our choice of time-out, sleep delay, and early termination values have not been tuned or selected for optimising with respect to the data set as this would compromise the generalisability of our results.
Fault localisation on student programs
In an educational setting, introductory programming courses typically require instructors to assess a large number of small programs by novice programmers. Many of these programs contain errors, ranging from small mistakes to complete design and implementation failures, reflecting the students' misunderstanding of the task or their solution attempt. With limited resources, greatly enhanced learning outcomes are achieved if students are (in the former case) automatically directed towards the locations of their mistakes to allow selfguided repairs, so that the instructors can focus (in the latter case) on addressing fundamental misunderstandings. However, existing basic assessment tools (such as Ceilidh [4] , ASSYST [31] , and BOSS [35] ) based on simple compilation tests, test suites, or model solutions do not provide the detailed feedback necessary for self-guided repairs and do not support instructors in quickly separating solutions with small mistakes from complete failures. Compilation tests do not give any feedback for syntactically correct programs, test suites can give misleading results if programs contain simple errors that affect a large number of test cases, and model solutions cannot account for the variability of student programs. In this section we apply our fault localisation approach to a corpus of student programs and show that its performance, both in terms of run-time and localisation precision, would allow its use in practice. Specifically, our approach can provide feedback to enable self-guided repair and can locate programs that "almost" conform to question requirements but are scored badly by functional grading using test suites.
Data set
We use a data set of around 30k passing and 150k failing Java and Python programs collected by the automated assessment system of the University of Auckland [53] . These programs were written by students to answer 1693 different Computer Science coursework questions. We translated the programs into a C representation using a custom-made simple converter that was designed to retain the style and functionality of programs without translating any detailed differences between the languages, such as language-specific handling of integer overflows. This translation would allow the mapping back of locations to the original Java or Python source code, although our model-based downstream components currently only reason within the specifications of the C programming language they have been translated into. We consider the translated programs in C to be the corpus on which we are testing the efficacy of our tool. Our methods are more directly applicable for native reasoning on Java or Python programs by using suitable downstream components designed for those languages.
We rejected programs that produced translation failures (typically due to unsupported standard library calls), that use floating-point arithmetic (which is not yet supported for symbolic exploration by our downstream components), that comprise less than three assignments (to avoid trivial localisation tasks), or that KLEE or GCC's GCov (which we use as downstream components) could not process (such as programs containing infinite loops). This gave a set of 7000 failing student submissions to questions that the student had later also submitted a passing program. We then analysed the data set to identify pairs where a student had submitted a failing program that, after a single assignment edit, was later found in the database passing the full test suite. Such programs are guaranteed to contain a single fault (with respect to the full test suite as specification)-the changed assignment and thus allow us to apply the methods described in the previous sections without any changes (Sect. 5.6 shows an extension to dual-fault programs). This yielded 304 pairs that were answers to a range of different coursework questions. These programs contain an average of 5 assignments in 11 statements (as counted by GCov).
We ran a script to analyse each provided test suite (averaging 7.8 tests per pair) and generated new test suites that randomly picked inputs within an order of magnitude of the existing values. The passing program from the code pair was used as oracle to establish desired output values. These large test suites average 154 tests per pair, with 80 of those tests failing.
Experimental setup
We used the publicly available Hawk-Eye tool [27] to compare our model-based fault localisation to spectrum-based methods. Hawk-Eye implements the Ochiai and Tarantula formulas [71] , which have both been shown to not be maximal [72] . We therefore extended it to implement the maximal Russel and Rao, Naish 2, and Wong 1 methods, as shown in Table 3 . However, as in the case of TCAS, there are only minor differences between the different formulas over our student data set, due to the relatively simple structure and small size of the programs. Often, student code submissions execute every line of code for every test case, preventing a spectrum-based approach from discriminating between locations. More specifically, while the different formulas generate different suspiciousness values for the individual lines, they all return the same actual ranking for the injected faults line in any of our tests. Therefore we refer to the results collectively simply as the Hawk-Eye results.
Results from our model-based tool have been converted from an unranked list using the same middle-line strategy (where all locations returned are given a suspiciousness of 1.0 and all others a suspiciousness of 0.0). Absolute localisation performance is reported as the average rank of the fault location in the ranked list.
Percentage localisation performance is reported as the average percentage of other locations that will be searched before the fault is found when iterating over the locations in rank order. Hence, a score of 100%, the worst possible score, indicates that every returned statement would be searched before the fault was reached. A score near 0%, indicating very few locations ranked above the location used by the student to repair the submission in the database, means fewer instances of the debugging process stalling before repair synthesis can begin. Note that this is in contrast to the earlier results reported in Sect. 4. We generated all results on a 3.1GHz Core i5-2400 using the KLEE 1.1 symbolic analyser.
Results for original test suites
On the 304 selected (i.e. failing) student submissions and using the instructor-authored test suites, our tool returns the faulty assignment after, on average, only 16% of other assignments when providing a ranked list of locations. In Fig. 10 these rankings are divided into two per cent buckets to show the distribution. A lower percentage score means less of the program must be manually explored by a programmer before the faulty assignment is encountered. Our tool regularly pinpoints the assignment later used by the student to bring the submission into compliance with the test suite. 125 of the 304 student submissions were returned from our tool with only that assignment flagged (leftmost bucket in the histogram with a 0% percentage localisation), the ideal result [48] . In these cases, all other assignments were eliminated as viable repair candidates for the test suite specification.
The chart in Fig. 11 collects the program's assignment count (how many locations could be ranked by our tool) against the absolute localisation rank (the position in the ranked list of the fault later repaired by the student, using a For example, 15 programs with five assignments ranked the repaired assignment equally first in suspiciousness with another assignment, resulting in an average rank of 1.5 for the assignment later used to repair the program. This demonstrates that small programs (assignment counts of 3 to 5), which make up the majority of the student submissions tested, do not skew the performance of our tool towards overestimating the absolute narrowing ability of our technique. In fact, looking at the larger assignment counts (8 and above) indicates that percentage localisation performance is weakest for low assignment count programs. These smaller programs, where consistently strong absolute localisation performance is limited by the small list of potential locations, lead to comparatively weak percentage localisation performance. Since the absolute number of locations shown before the actual repair site is critical to facilitating debugging progress [48] , strong absolute localisation performance throughout the data set is highly desirable. This topic is discussed further in Sect. 6.2.
Hawk-Eye ranks the statement the student later used to repair the program after an average of 63% of other statements. This is 47 percentage points adrift of our tool. No correlation was found between the program size and the comparative performance of our tool compared with Hawk-Eye.
On average, Hawk-Eye is provided eight test cases (passing and failing) for each submission, which are used to rank eleven statements. Since our tool only requires failing test cases, it is provided with an average of four failing test cases and localises over the average of five assignments in each submission. These localisations are produced in an average of 0.3 s per submission by both our tool and Hawk-Eye. Twice our tool hit too many pathological cases to adapt and only provided results at the tool's 10 s time-out; these results were masked in the average times by an otherwise slightly faster return time.
The limited number of failing test cases did not hinder our tool on this sample of short, real-world student programs. This strongly supports the use of our tool for assisting students in repairing single-assignment faults in small program submissions, even when only specified by a very small test suite. When a student has made a mistake on constructing an assignment in an otherwise solid submission, an expensive debugging process may be averted by use of this feedback with consistently high absolute localisation performance over the range of student program submissions.
On this selection of actual student submissions that were later brought into full compliance with the test suite with a single assignment edit, our tool provides strong localisation performance, either looking at absolute rank or percentage rank results. We also provide equivalent run-time performance on these localisation tasks when compared to a spectrum-based tool, while ranking the location later used to repair the program significantly higher.
Results for extended test suites
The provided test suites for such student courseworks were hand-written to provide high coverage with very few tests. The original weakness our tool is designed to overcome is only exposed when localising using a large number of test cases, where traditionally spectrum-based techniques have significantly outperformed a Griesmayer-derived localisation. We therefore significantly expanded the test suite, as described in Sect. 5.1.
Our tool, provided with an average of 80 failing test cases, did not improve from the 16% localisation score achieved previously. Both the distribution of percentage localisations plotted in Fig. 12 and the plot of the assignment count (xaxis) against the absolute localisation rank (y-axis) in Fig. 13 shows that the localisation performance does not significantly shift when using the extended test suites. Running the average of 154 test cases through each submission, Hawk-Eye showed a modest improvement, although it continued to lag our tool significantly, at a 42 percentage point deficit.
The consistent localisation performance of our tool is due to a combination of different factors. Over a third of these submissions, with the smaller test suite, already provided perfect results using our tool; some programs will contain several assignments where a genuine repair is possible so there is no more compact list of repair locations; and some programs are resistant to analysis by symbolic analysis, which does not change with test suite size. This may have provided very little room for improvement by our tool.
However, the run-time on these much larger test suites confirm the scalability of our tool, an area where modelbased fault localisation has traditionally suffered [23] . Our tool averaged 0.9 s per submission while Hawk-Eye lagged behind, averaging 1.1 s. Included in that average, three times our tool hit too many pathological cases to adapt and only completed at the time-out.
When significantly extending the test suite size from the instructor-authored suites, our tool retains the same strong localisation performance, looking at absolute rank or percentage rank results. While the spectrum-based technique does improve with the addition of many extra test cases, those results still rank the location later used to repair the program significantly below the ranking provided by our tool. We also provide faster run-time performance on these localisation tasks when compared to a spectrum-based tool, taking the lead due to our efficient scaling thanks to our optimised search process.
Syntactically richer programs
The simple converter discussed in Sect. 5.1 translated many student programs to an equivalent C representation. However, this translation was only designed to provide simple conversion and not to convert concepts that varied between programming languages, in order to guarantee that the resulting C program has the same behaviour as the original Python program, and in particular, that the nature of the test cases (i.e. passing or failing) does not change. Python features such as the use of tuples for return values and list comprehension are often used in simple programs but do not have beginner-level equivalents in C. We took several larger (20+ assignments) integer programs from the database that had failed the translation phase and manually translated them, retaining the spirit of the code while using C language features. These translated student submissions, see for example Fig. 14, were integer programs that contained for loops and C standard library calls, exercising new feature of the underlying symbolic analyser, KLEE.
The behaviour inherited from the underlying tools in regard to loop unwinding and recursive function calls operates on the transformed program which includes our symbolic insertion. The design of that transformed statement means that if a location is triggered by the toggle variable, all instances are switched to use symbolic values to find a potential repair. When a loop is unrolled, each instance of the assignment will be activated by the same toggle value test. Each activated assignment evaluation will generate a call to generate a new symbolic value, thus not restricting the range of repairs that this model explores. Recursive and multiple calls to an assignment-containing function are inlined by the symbolic analyser and so work similarly, allowing repairs to be found where the assignment needs to be changed each time it is called from the original program behaviour.
In the manual language translation process, naming conventions were used to direct the model transformation stage to ignore loop iterators generated when translating array and tuple assignments. These C loops exist as a single assignment in the original program, so no equivalent iterator exists to map back to, i.e. it is not a site of a potential repair. We also provided a contraction for these simple loops that only assigned to an array. In line 40 of Fig. 14 , the toggle test has been extracted from the loop in line 41, removing the duplication of testing this condition as it was originally expressed as a ternary operator on the array assignment in line 41. This We selected five representative student submissions, single-fault programs with 20, 21, 21, 27, and 30 assignments each. Two of the programs had their assignment to a 5-wide array contracted to a single toggle as detailed above, retaining the spirit of the single assignment step in the original language. They are 44, 50, 55, 56, and 57 lines of C code long, measured by GCov. They answer two questions in the database; one of which has a test suite of 9, the other has 10 test cases. Of these, between 6 and 10 fail for each submission.
Of the five programs tested using our tool, three narrowed to only flag the single assignment later used by the student to bring the program into full compliance with the test suite (a 0% perfect ranked narrowing), one failed to provide any narrowing (equivalent to 50% rank narrowing), and one timed-out without returning any information. The completion time for the four programs that did not time-out were 0.4s, 1.7s, 1.8s, and 2.1s. When using Hawk-Eye, all five programs provided consistent return times but did not rank the faulty assignment as highly suspicious. This ranked the repair statement after an average of 32, 33, 35, 42 
This suggests that where our model-based method can gain traction, it can reason to provide precise results that pinpoint viable repair locations. For three of the five larger looping programs, our tool provided only the location later used to repair the submission while working with fewer than ten test cases as specification. But some programs transform into a model that is intractable for current solvers or does not provide valuable narrowing information. The program that fails to provide any results locates the majority of the program inside a for loop and also modifies the iterator variable in an assignment in the body of the loop. This provides significant issues for a state space exploration when the iterator is assigned a symbolic value as part of the transformation process.
Dual-fault localisation
The currently discussed algorithm uses a single toggle value that activates a single location, performing the alternative assignment (of a symbolic value). Our whitelist prunes locations based on this single-fault assumption, where a single test case not being repairable causes the location to cease to be searched. If multiple toggles were used with (__t1 == 3 || __t2 == 3) conditions activating the modified locations, then the search would be able to produce localisations searching for multiple faults (up to the number of toggles inserted and chained in the or-conditions). This multiple toggle method was proposed as an extension by Griesmayer et al. [23] to provide results for n-fault programs. This increases the solver cost due to additional non-determinism and would also increase the total combination of counterexamples returned, which may severely limit the applicability of this technique to very small input programs in order to retain tractability. We therefore explored an extension to our narrowing whitelist that would
return pack ( re1 , re2 ); 8 } 9 } Fig. 15 Potential dual-fault program example allow the collection of more results without using multiple toggle values to explore an n-fault assumption.
To explore student submissions pruned from our original slice due to containing more than one fault, as explained in Sect. 5.1, we reprocessed the entire database with slightly tweaked parameters. In this new slice, we rejected submissions using the same criteria except identifying pairs where a student had submitted a failing program that, after exactly two assignment edits, was later found in the database passing the full test suite. This yielded 125 pairs. These programs contain an average of 4 assignments in 12 statements (as counted by GCov), making them of the same scale as our initial slice of single-fault programs.
We analysed these pairs by performing a manual code review. The majority of these pairs, 77, contain two faults that cannot both be executed in the same trace. We characterise this class of dual-fault programs as twin-fault programs, which have a test suite that mixes the two fault-exercising subsets of test cases. The remaining 48 pairs are defective programs where traces from failing test cases will either always or sometimes execute both fault locations during a single trace. We call this class double-fault programs. In the example in Fig. 15 , if lines 3 and 5 are incorrect then this would be a double-fault program where some test cases would exercise both lines and others would only exercise faulty line 3 (and then exiting via line 7). However, faults in lines 5 and 7 would make it a twin-fault program as all test cases would either only exercise line 5 or only line 7, no trace can exercise both faults.
For this new data set, the original test suites contain an average of 8.8 test cases per program, 5.7 of them failing. This can be insufficient to exercise each pair of assignments in a dual-fault program and classify the pair as twin-fault or double-fault. In Fig. 15 , if the omitted code (shown as line 2) includes a branch that provides three paths, then simply covering each different path through this small program fragment requires six failing test cases, assuming no duplication of trace paths. Although program flow analysis can detect when a pair of toggled locations being searched will result in a twin-fault program, this analysis can be expensive. In fact, classifying the test cases for each assignment pair with a concrete approach (i.e. executing the program instrumented by GCov and collection which assignments are activated by each test case) will mean running a code coverage tool, as used in spectrum-based fault localisation, with similar time costs. We generated extended test suites in the same manner as with the original data set, discussed in Sect. 5.1. These contain an average of 270 test cases per program, 94 of them failing.
To adapt our tool to search for localisation results in twinfault and double-fault programs, the whitelisting discussed in Sect. 3 must be replaced. A failing test case that exercises line 5 of Fig. 15 cannot flag line 7 as a potential repair location (as it is not exercised at all) so the lack of a localisation does not remove it from the search space for future test cases. Dual-fault programs require the consideration of previously completed localisations in order to reason about the possible narrowing of the whitelist of locations. If previous failing test case have always either flagged line 5 or 7 but not other lines then, under a twin-fault assumption, we can eliminate other lines from the search space.
However, this whitelist adaptation can, for some programs, lead to no narrowing of the whitelist for the entire duration of the localisation run as no location can be ruled impossible to be one of the two repair sites. This assumption also cannot localise with a failing test case that exercises both locations on double-fault programs; this results in no locations being flagged as a possible repair site. If lines 3 and 5 must always both be changed to fix any failing test case in Fig. 15 , then no single toggle value can exercise that widened symbolic behaviour to find that repair. Those negative localisation results must be ignored (dropped) rather than integrated into the narrowing process.
To accelerate the process for larger test suites, we rank the frequency in which the locations are capable of repairing previous failing test cases and use early narrowing to reject locations that have been flagged significantly below the bulk of other locations. This optimisation allows early search space reduction with a very low chance of erroneous rejection in much the same way the early termination in Sect. 3 does. This ranking is used to provide a ranked list of all locations with associated suspiciousness, allowing our tool to provide ranked results (cf. Sect. 5.2 where our original algorithm only provides one and zero suspiciousness levels to any assignment). These changes produce a search that narrows less often and less early.
Results for dual-fault localisation
In Table 4 , after submitting the dual-fault data set to our adapted tool, we analysed (via manual code inspection) and split the results into twin and double-fault subsets. This split was based on our knowledge of the repair locations used by students to later bring the programs into full compliance with the test suite. We present the results using the original test suites, where the early narrowing optimisation does We also divide the 77 twin-fault programs and 48 doublefault programs by the final whitelist results they generated. This classifies our results based on our hybrid approach, described above, where locations are both given suspiciousness ranks and narrowing reduces the list of locations returned. Perfect (2P) results flag exactly two locations, both of the faults used to later repair the program to bring it into full conformance with the test suite. Non-perfect (2nP) results flag both locations but include other locations as possible repair sites, which is often due to other genuine repairs existing. Some of these non-perfect results rank the two fault locations most highly (i.e. Loc of 0%, Rank of 1.5) despite also marking other locations as viable repair sites.
Suppose the program shown in Fig. 15 , with a twin-fault in lines 5 and 7, was localised with a test suite that only exercised line 7. A result where the suspiciousness of all locations other than line 7 was zero while line 7 was 100% is plausible. In this case, the dual-fault search indicates a single-fault repair solution has been found as the only repair location. There also exists dependent assignment fault chains, for example a = x*y; b = a/z-p;, which generate single-fault repairs (at b) to a double-fault program. We use perfect (1P) to classify a singleton localisation, non-perfect (1nP) includes other repair sites with the one detected fault. Finally, failures (F) are where the localisation fails to return either fault location, which we did not experience with this data set.
The dual-fault programs, which are the same scale of source code as the previous data set with similar test suite sizes, are localised within the same time window. Doublefaults localise with run-times in the same order of magnitude while twin-faults match the run-times of our earlier singlefault programs, when using our optimisations. The absolute and percentage ranked localisation performance also shows a similar characteristic to the single-fault data set where additional failing test cases do not significantly change the performance of the tool. However, the added complexity of this search does not provide identical narrowing performance. The whitelist localisation results exhibit some variability. This may be caused by the randomised test case order influencing the search space exploration. Twin-faults that find additional locations for potential repairs when exercised by larger test suites (2P to 2nP shift) may also indicate the limitations of smaller test suites to reason over which locations can be dropped as potential repairs. However, the unvarying ranked performance indicates the locations used by students to repair the submissions are not penalised by this limited data leading to a tighter localisation with the original test suites.
This tool extension demonstrates localisation that works on programs beyond our original single-fault slice in Sect. 5.1, without the likelihood of exploding symbolic analyser time costs caused by implementing a model-based dual-fault search using multiple toggle variables. We find this extension allows the processing of many additional student programs that occur in our database, extending the use of this tool beyond the single-fault programs previously localised. Programs with twin-faults are often perfectly localised without requiring test suites be classified (by if they might traverse any two assignments in a single trace) by a preprocessing stage or knowing in advance if the locations being searched are in a twin-fault relationship.
Grading support
To confirm the value of this localisation data for detecting "almost-correct" student submissions that test suites do not highlight, we extracted the test suite results for the data set. As each of these student submissions was selected because there exists a single edit to an assignment that brings it into compliance with the complete instructor-authored test suite, they should be graded within a generally narrow distribution, reasonably close to a fully compliant solution. However, as Fig. 16 shows in a histogram of the test suite compliance score of these programs, this is not the case. We use 10% buckets starting with <10% and a final bucket just for 100% compliance. The average submission fails for 51% of the test cases (dashed line) and the distribution of scores is very uneven, not clustering around a single value. As there are so few test cases per submission, the histogram buckets have been set to best show the distribution curve.
When expanding out to the much larger test suite in Fig. 17 , the average submission fails for 59% of the test cases (dashed line). Here the distribution of grades is less flat, with Fig. 16 Histogram of test suite compliance score for "almost-correct" programs using the original test suite Fig. 17 Histogram of test suite compliance score for "almost-correct" programs using the extended test suite clumping at both poles. We show this granularity by moving to 5% buckets, again including a final bucket just for 100% compliance. Half of the "almost-correct" submissions are scored with 80% or more of the test suite failing. Our tool will accelerate automation-assisted marking by flagging nearly-good code with the likely location of a repair that will radically increase a test suite-based grading.
Threats to validity
Comparing data for submissions originally written in Java to those in Python showed no significant skew to the data points explored. Translating a simple subset of each language into C syntax generated comparable sets. At least on this simple translated subset, the language originally used does not appear to strongly bias the characteristics of single faults introduced by students.
Our tool and the slice used on the database of student programs to generate the pairs for analysis makes a single-fault assumption. This is a common assumption in the fault localisation field [12, 23, 34] but does not reflect real-world debugging, although the existence of many code pairs in this data set does confirm real-world applicability. We have partially relaxed this constraint to a limited dual-fault assumption in Sect. 5.6.
The slicing of the student programs via a simple language translation stage, without any translation of library calls, and rejection of unparseable code restricts the form of programs explored. This slice assumes a repair possible via assignment modification. The choice of symbolic analyser (with an integer solver) also restricts the type of programs processed. Some programs are not suitable for automated localisation, such as those that never terminate on some inputs, and these would not make it through the database slice. These restrictions could add a bias to the student programs explored that could unfairly advantage one tool or call the generalisability of these results into question.
The open-source script used to execute the spectrumbased localisation was written in Java. Executing Java programs is known to come with a high initialisation time cost to start the JVM. Due to the short run-times involved, this may have inflated the run-time costs of this technique beyond some competing implementations based on the same GCov underlying tool.
Related work

Fault Localisation
Localisation by examining counterexample traces, test cases, or other output from static and dynamic analysis tools is an active area of research [12, 14, 23, 25, 26, 34, 55, 56, 58] .
Griesmayer et al. [23] have first applied model-based diagnosis methods to software. Our work follows the same lines; see Sect. 2 for a more detailed discussion. Griesmayer et al. [24] improve the original implementation to achieve times roughly comparable to our own initial re-implementation (see Sect. 4 for details). They also expand the possible fault locations to non-assignments (e.g. expressions in control flow guards), which could easily be applied to our approach as well, although the higher number of locations considered can lead to more complicated solver problems and thus higher run-times.
Königshofer and Bloem [36, 37] have developed the FoREnSiC system, which includes a Griesmayer-style localisation. They have applied this to TCAS as well, but published results only for a few variants; here localisation times are more than an order magnitude slower (around 120 s) than our results. Königshofer et al. [38] report slightly improved times (around 37 s) but had to annotate all functions with contracts, and so do no longer work from test suites alone.
Griesmayer's approach has also been applied to hardware designs in SystemC [40] , often combined with different solver technologies such as QBF [62] or unsatisfiable cores [64] . Our results indicate that "plain old SAT/SMT" is still sufficient, but these technologies could be considered as alternatives in our approach as well.
Jose and Majumdar [34] convert an input C program to a maximum Boolean satisfiability problem that is analysed with MAX-SAT solver. However, because it returns the complement of the maximal subset of clauses that can be true for each single test case, their approach can omit genuine repair locations. It therefore relies on summing the results of the different test cases, providing a ranking of most to least commonly flagged locations. Thus the approach inherits the strengths/weaknesses of many heuristic-based fault localisation techniques. As discussed in Sect. 4, our approach provides comparable localisation times but a higher precision.
Spectrum-based fault localisation techniques, compared in [45, 69, 71] , operate by examining passing and failing test cases separately. They assume that faults are more likely to be exercised by failing test cases and less likely to be exercised by passing test cases. The statements in a program can then be ranked based on the different weighting techniques. The analysis of the performance of these approaches is typically based on several scoring formulas that roughly correspond to how much of a program must be explored, given an ordered list of locations as tool output, before the genuine fault is found. The best-known example of this technique is the Tarantula tool [58] with TCAS results provided earlier [33] . Tarantula provides over 50% of the various variants of the small Siemens programs (including TCAS) with a localisation performance that ranks the injected fault location in the top 10% of lines in order of suspiciousness. But this ranking performance is inconsistent with 7% of these variants ranked such that the injected fault location is not in the top 80% of ranked locations. This requires debuggers to explore virtually the entire program before encountering the seeded fault when working through the program by suspiciousness value.
To counteract the single fault assumption limitation, it has been proposed that test cases can be grouped into clusters, each of which related to a different fault [69] . This allows Tarantula or similar tools to be run against all passing test cases and only the failing test cases which highlight a single fault, providing higher precision. Several different methods have been proposed to provide accurate clustering [69, p. 726 ]. As we discussed in Sect. 5.6, we consider that when using small programs, especially when processing many of them for MOOC scaling, the time cost of clustering will be a significant percentage of the total processing time.
State-of-the-art spectrum-based fault localisation methods have recently been compared using different theoretical frameworks [45, 71] . Several methods, under these frameworks, have been identified that are maximal. Xie et al. expanded upon previously discovered formulas to generate several new maximal and distinct weightings using genetic programming [72] . The frameworks in these papers include the proof that these competing formulas cannot be placed into a hierarchy where one is strictly best for all inputs.
There are also empirical results over some of the Siemens small localisation benchmark programs. In Naish et al. (see Table XI , p. 11:23), the only methods identified as maximal under that paper's framework ranked the injected fault location on average at the 17th returned location (9.9%) over all TCAS variants. Tarantula returned the injected fault location at an average location between the 18th and 19th ranked location (10.8%). This is significantly below the worst performance of the symbolic model checking approaches detailed in Table 2 . The spectrum-based reporting metrics provide the average rank, as a percentage, in a ranked list of all lines of code. The symbolic model checking results report the total unranked lines flagged as suspicious, as a percentage of total lines of code. To compare these results, we must convert the unranked sets in Table 2 to ranked lists from which to derive averages. Randomly ranking all the returned lines above a list that randomly ranks all the lines not returned provides this conversion. The injected fault location, when it is returned as part of the unranked set, will, on average, be in the middle of the ranked returned lines. Using this conversion, the KLEE average result (4.6%) over the TCAS single-fault variants is equivalent to returning the injected fault location at the 4th ranked location (2.3%). As noted in Sect. 4.4, the different localisation scopes involved with each technique mean these results are not directly comparable. A spectrum-based approach will not only localise to assignment locations and TCAS is not ideally suited to providing these approaches with easily differentiable statements.
Delta Debugging [73] is a family of approaches that involve splitting up a large set of changes to find the minimal set that flip the program behaviour from correctly functioning to exhibiting a failure. This has variously been used to minimise inputs and traces but was later extended to source code exploration. The principle applied here [14] is to look at passing and failing traces and minimise the differences between them to isolate the failing components. This is reminiscent of a binary search, looking for interesting subset behaviour to narrow down variables that correlate with failure. However, this does require the existence of at least one passing trace and the localisation performance of Delta Debugging on the small Siemens programs [14] is worse than Tarantula's [33] results.
Student programming
Novice programmers can be divided into three classes [49, 68] : stoppers, who give up; tinkerers, who appear to modify their code at random; and movers, who are already able to engage with feedback to make progress. Even though the movers already demonstrate debugging skills beyond the average of their cohort, all three classes still need high-quality, novice-friendly debugging feedback to allow a self-guided refinement of their solutions towards a correct answer. Enhanced (syntax) error messages appear to be ineffectual in this respect [19] , but when students are given hints regarding failures over a test suite, their effort increases compared to students not given hints [9] . On-demand programming feedback provides students the motivation to iterate on submissions [43] . Moreover, a correlation has been found between sessions where students were provided with feedback from a test suite and sessions that improved the student's score [61] , indicating this assisted self-training. However, despite its benefits, students are somewhat resistant to a pure test-driven development (TDD) approach [8] , as for example embodied in the Web-CAT [21] submission system, partly because TDD also requires expertise in developing test suites as a prerequisite to demonstrating programming ability.
A significant part of the debugging process is finding the location where the file needs to be changed to repair the fault [67] . Tools like AskIgor [74] provide cause chains to assist programmers in localising faults from test failures. While this lowers the threshold, it still requires too much debugging expertise for novices. Our tool instead provides a list of locations where a single assignment fault can be repaired to bring the program into compliance with the entire test suite. Giving tinkerers viable repair locations massively reduces the mutation space they are exploring. Giving movers viable repair locations directs their effort, allowing faster debugging times [48] . This should increase the chance that both will realise the repair and convert a program failure into a learning event.
For programmers to retain their status of movers, they must be provided with feedback in terms of suitable scaffolding to overcome progress stalls and achieve an otherwise unattainable goal [70] . Tinkerers who are unable to be scaffolded into movers will eventually become stoppers due to lack of progress [68] . Since the absolute number of locations shown before the actual repair site is critical to allowing progress before programmer interest drop-off generates stoppers [48] , the provided list of locations to investigate must be short. Unfortunately, widespread spectrum-based fault localisation methods are unable to provide sufficiently short candidate lists. Pham et al. [51] tested Tarantula and Ochiai tools and on three variants of an algorithm, with an average length of 13 statements, they found over 9 statements shared the same top suspiciousness ranking. Localisation thus becomes a function of luck.
However, the feedback cannot be too prescriptive or too detailed. Complete program synthesis repair tools such as Auto Grader [59] remove all debugging or repair self-training from the process, trivialising the contribution and so learning of the student. Our tool bridges the gap between standard error reports, which many students lack the expertise to use, and fully automated repair suites.
Automated submission and assessment systems deliver immediate feedback to students for self-training, which is enjoyed by students and feeds into improvements throughout courses that use it [39] . They include tools to help accelerate grading of final submissions, providing both self-training and grading benefits [63] . Such assessment tools take many forms. Ceilidh [4] uses regular expressions to specify the test output of compiled student code, providing more freedom to define the expected answers than traditional test suites. ASSYST [31] contains style and complexity analysis tools that provide metrics beyond test suite correctness, and evaluate non-functional aspects such as code quality and efficiency. FrenchPress [7] focuses on analysis of code style and design, attempting to isolate errors only made by novices in Java programming. AutoGrader [28] requires students to program to a public interface, allowing whitebox testing at the cost of restricting the form of the code submissions. Pex4Fun [65] uses automated test case generation to guide student submissions and to scale to MOOC capacities. This approach requires students to demonstrate advanced debugging skills. Scheme-Robo [57] compares the program source to a model answer, assuming that Scheme's functional design limits the variability of meaningfully different programs that correctly answer the question.
Student code exhibits a wide range of program forms and performance characteristics [41, 44, 53, 60] and students do not necessarily work towards solutions that are similar to an instructor-authored model answer. It is thus inadvisable to only provide feedback directing students towards model answers. Vujošević-Janičić et al. [32] use a static verifier as well as test suites when student solutions do not match the control flow of the model answer. A weighting system then mixes these feedback components to guide students to repair code errors and transform the structure towards that of the model answer or to grade the submission. ASys [30] attempts to overcome the limitation of functional testing using test suites with a customisable semi-automated grading system. Marking templates describe extensions to the test suite for a question, generating new tests specific to the student submission that verify each assessment property defined in the template. In their use on campus, 48% of the grading work was automatically handled by the tools. Interestingly, most of the marks difference between the group using ASys and the control group going through traditional grading was accountable to errors made in the manual marking process. Similarly, our tool provides added feedback beyond functional grading using test suites, identifying student programs that "almost" conform to the question requirements and can be fixed with a single assignment edit. Our tool can also enrich existing systems like ASys, providing this alternative test of closeness to compliance when using test suites in other contexts.
Instructors spending several minutes per student per submission for feedback [42] cannot scale to MOOC environments with thousands of students per course. To test the scaling of an automated hint system to these environments, AutoTeach [2] provides students with access to a hint system that uncovers partial model answers to assist with learning. Such systems, while scaling very well, strictly constrain students to working towards a single model answer. However, the deployment of test suite grading for MOOCs is gaining traction [52] with the drawbacks of formatting issues (3.2% of submissions were awarded zero marks due to formatting issues, not functional failures) and failure to detect almost-correct submissions weighed against the benefits of providing some form of code assessment, as manual grading is not viable. Such issues can be reduced via importing more advanced tools into the grading system, assuming their run-time cost can be kept low enough for MOOC execution.
Conclusions and future work
Our main contribution in this article is an improved search algorithm through the test suite, reducing the effort for the symbolic execution of the model. Our results show Griesmayer's technique works in comparable time to the state of the art when driven with our optimised algorithm for the small C programs tested. This algorithm outperforms the naive reimplementation of the technique and the technique's originally published implementation by more than two orders of magnitude.
We generate genuine lists of repair locations as specified by test cases, for any repair that could be expressed as a lookup table for the right-hand side of an assignment, within the limits of symbolic analyser accuracy. These lookup table repairs provide assignment values to correct all failing test cases in the suite. Our time performance is in line with recent alternative model-based fault localisation techniques, but narrows the location set further without rejecting any genuine repair locations where faults can be fixed by changing a single assignment. This is more consistent than the localisation performance of other techniques and does so without compromising the narrowing extent, which might be done to avoid the false negatives shown in the competition.
Applying our tool in an educational context must meet the demands of novice programmers who are unlikely to be capable of advanced debugging techniques. Coursework and charrettes provide an opportunity for fast, accurate fault localisation to assist in educational institutions, which have already built up databases and workflows around test suite specified exercises. We have demonstrated a fast, modelbased fault localisation tool on a collection of single-fault, real-world student submissions. The high quality localisation information reduces the search space for novice debuggers working down a list of potential repair locations when compared to the results from spectrum-based techniques. In over a third of the sampled failing student programs, our tool used the test suite to provide a localisation result that uniquely identified the location later used by the student to repair the program and rejected all other locations. This reinforces the qualitative difference between model-based fault localisation that reasons over a model of the student program to derive a list of feasible repair locations compared to a spectrum-based ranking process that infers suspiciousness of each program statement. These short, often exact singleton, lists of potential assignment repair locations can direct students to the site of improvement, assisting in the construction of a final submission that fully complies with the test suite. The run-time cost of our high-quality localisation matches that of fast, inaccurate spectrum-based fault localisation, even with large test suites, ensuring that our approach is viable even at the scale required by MOOCs.
We have demonstrated that submissions that are a single assignment edit away from full compliance with a test suite would not be graded predictably if scoring were based on compliance with the test suite only. This confirms the need for tools that can isolate such "almost-correct" student submissions.
We have also proposed an extension to our algorithm to account for collections including dual-fault programs with different test case coverage of those faults. We have explored the frequency of different classes of dual-fault programs in our data set of student submissions and demonstrated the preliminary application of our tool. This has been done using an extended algorithm without the solver cost of using a classic extension to n-faults that uses multiple toggle variables.
Future studies into this tool can survey the real-world performance of our tool on new data sets and expanding our tools to new program types (including new languages), fault classes, and symbolic analysis tools. The underlying methods and optimised algorithms developed and implemented into our current tools are programming language and symbolic analyser agnostic. This will allow future tests using other programming languages and beyond the restrictions (such as no floating-point symbolic analysis) of the currently selected downstream components. Such an extension would provide results for the limits of scalability of this approach when attempting a wider range of larger programs than the Siemens suite. An extended transformation system that extracted more implicit assignments or modelled non-assignment points of repair would demonstrate localisation on a larger set of program locations.
Our current research points towards the study of toolassisted learning in classroom environments and the effect on student progress when one group is provided with this high-quality localisation information in typical student programming tasks. Such studies can validate this feedback as valuable for novices, improving total debugging time and reducing the number of students who stop before completing a source code submission fully conforming to the provided test suite. The integration of this localisation feedback into student integrated development environments must be managed to maximise and quantify student comfort and views on the ease-of-use of this additional information. Future studies could be done with direct interaction tracking, surveys, or analysis of achievement changes when this tool is introduced to an existing course.
